The Equator Principles: The Private Financial Sector’s Attempt at Environmental Responsibility

ABSTRACT

The Equator Principles are a set of voluntary environmental guidelines created to manage environmental degradation that results from large-scale developmental projects in the Third World. On June 4, 2003, ten private financial institutions adopted these guidelines, and by the end of 2006 this number had grown to forty. Moreover, in June 2006 the Principles were revised, raising the level of scrutiny for companies that adhere to these guidelines.

At first blush, the adoption of the Equator Principles by private financial institutions appears to be a substantial step toward implementing environmental standards in developing countries that lack adequate regulations. However, three years after their inception, debate as to whether the Principles are actually spurring environmental change remains. This Note analyzes whether the Equator Principles are having a positive impact and achieving their stated goals related to the local environment in developing countries. This Note concludes that, despite a great deal of uncertainty regarding their real impact, the Equator Principles clearly have improved the situation by placing the private sector in a proactive environmental role and strengthening the public’s ability to hold the financial sector accountable for its actions.
I. INTRODUCTION

Hydroelectric dams, power plants, and other large-scale developmental projects can substantially improve local economies; however, these projects frequently come at a great cost to the environment. In most cases, governments of the developing world have failed to establish environmental regulations to prevent the degradation of the local environment from these large-scale projects. This lack of governmental regulation has allowed private institutions to set their own bar for the environmental standards in the developing world. Initially, project standards set by these private institutions were minimal and resulted in large environmental degradation. However, as private funding for these projects
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increased, public criticism intensified, and private financial institutions were targeted for their role in contributing to the environmental degradation.\

As a result of the increased public backlash, ten private financial institutions adopted a set of environmental guidelines known as the Equator Principles on June 4, 2003.6 These private institutions, known collectively as the Equator Principles Financial Institutions (EPFIs), created the Equator Principles to “manag[e] social and environmental issues related to the financing of projects.”7 By their third anniversary, the Equator Principles had been adopted by forty financial institutions including banks, export credit agencies, and development finance institutions.8 These financial institutions control approximately 80% of all project lending world-wide.9 Although the ability of the EPFIs to enforce these Principles is limited to the contractual relationship of a specific project, their influence over the industry grows as more banks adopt the Equator Principles.10 In turn, this creates the possibility for the Principles to become the international standard for all large-scale developmental projects.11

It is tempting to think of the Equator Principles as a substantial step toward enhancing environmental regulations in countries without adequate standards. However, three years after the inception of the Equator Principles, public criticism of them remains.
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In July 2006, the EPFIIs launched the Equator Principles II\textsuperscript{12} (EPII) to address many of these criticisms.\textsuperscript{13} Currently, thirty-three of the forty original EPFIIs have adopted the EPII.\textsuperscript{14} Because the EPII are new to the marketplace, little information exists regarding their impact. However, an analysis of the revisions to the Equator Principles and how these changes were made is important to understanding the effect of the Principles on the private sector.

This Note analyzes whether the Equator Principles have positively impacted the environment in the developing world and achieved their stated goals of managing social and environmental risk. Part II of this Note outlines the requirements of the Equator Principles. Part III discusses the events leading up to the formation of the Principles. Part IV sets forth the common criticism of the Principles. In Part V, this Note considers the incentives private financial institutions have for adopting and adhering to the Equator Principles. Part VI then presents a case study, analyzing the effects of the Equator Principles on Sakhalin II, an integrated oil and gas development project in Russia. In order to determine the impact and future of the Principles on bank activities, Part VII examines each of the following: (1) whether an EPFI can be held liable for violating the Equator Principles, (2) the impact of the Equator Principles on the banking industry and the environment, and (3) the amendments to the Equator Principles and reasons for theses changes. Finally, Part VIII concludes by arguing that despite a great deal of uncertainty surrounding the Equator Principles, they have improved environmental performance by placing the private sector in a proactive environmental role and by increasing the public’s ability to hold the financial sector accountable for its actions.

II. THE EQUATOR PRINCIPLES

The stated purpose of the Equator Principles is to “ensure that the projects [the EPFIIs finance are developed in a manner that is socially responsible and reflect sound environmental management practices.”\textsuperscript{15} The Principles apply to all financial projects with a total
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capital cost of at least $50 million. These projects are initially categorized for their level of environmental and social risks based on internal guidelines that are derived from screening criteria used by the International Finance Corporation (IFC), the private sector arm of the World Bank. Specifically, the project's risks are assessed depending on the "type, location, sensitivity, and scale of the project and the nature and magnitude of its potential environmental and social impacts."  

Based on the level of environmental and social risk, each project is placed into either Category A, Category B, or Category C, correlating with high, medium, and low levels of risk. Category A projects are "likely to have significant adverse environmental impacts that are sensitive, diverse or unprecedented." The risks to the natural habitat or cultural heritage sites of Category A projects are potentially irreversible and may extend beyond the project site. Category B projects pose potentially adverse environmental impacts on human populations or on important areas, such as grasslands, forests, wetlands, and natural habitats. In contrast to the potential impacts of Category A projects, the potentially adverse impacts of Category B projects are site specific, often can be mitigated, and rarely are irreversible. Finally, Category C projects are likely to have minimal or no adverse impact on the environment.  

Both Category A and B projects require the company proposing the project to compile an Environmental Assessment (EA). Although an EA for Category B projects contains the same essential elements as those required for Category A projects, Category B analyses typically are narrower in scope. Projects that fall into Category C do not require an EA.  

The EA must include an examination of both the negative and positive potential environmental impacts. The company is also
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required to compare the potential impacts with feasible alternatives, including a scenario where the project is not implemented at all.29

Finally, the EA includes recommendations for potential minimization, prevention, mitigation, or compensation measures.30

The EA must also address the project’s compliance with the laws of the host country.31 The EA will indicate the minimum applicable standards under the Pollution Prevention and Abatement Guidelines of the World Bank and the IFC.32 If the host country is a low or middle income country,33 the EA must take into account the applicable IFC Safeguard Policies.34 Finally, the EA should be consistent with the categorization procedures, as well as address the key environmental and social issues identified in the categorization process.35

Based on the conclusions of the EA, the borrower or a third-party expert for all Category A projects and certain Category B projects must develop an Environmental Management Plan (EMP).36 The EMP addresses any “mitigation, action plans, monitoring, management of risk and schedules” for the project.37 The borrower then covenants to: (1) obey the EMP throughout the project’s construction and operation, (2) regularly report the borrower’s compliance with the EMP, and (3) decommission the facility in accordance with an agreed upon Decommissioning Plan as needed.38

The Equator Principles also require a borrower or third-party expert for all Category A projects and certain Category B projects to consult with potentially impacted groups.39 Accordingly, the EA must be translated into the language of the host country for public comment.40 Typically the potentially impacted groups are comprised of the indigenous population and local non-governmental organizations (NGOs).41 Both the EA and the EMP must address the comments made by these parties.42
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The EPFIs are responsible for determining whether the borrower is in compliance with the Equator Principles.43 If necessary, the banks are able to appoint an independent expert to provide additional review and reporting services.44 If a borrower is found to be in violation of the Equator Principles, the lender can seek a proposed solution from the borrower to bring the project into compliance.45 However, adoption of the Equator Principles is voluntary, and the internal policies banks establish are independent of the IFC and the World Bank.46 Therefore, adoption of the Equator Principles does "not create any rights in, or liability to, any person, public or private."47

III. SETTING THE STAGE FOR PRIVATE ACTION

A. Introduction

Traditionally, private entities are viewed as reactionary to governmental regulations.48 However, this reactionary stance is evolving, and private institutions are beginning to take an increasingly proactive role by self-regulating.49 The Equator Principles represent this proactive stance in the area of environmental regulation and are a major change in the private sector’s traditional role.50

EPFIs adopt the Principles by pledging to provide direct funding only to those projects that comply with their requirements.51 The decision to adhere to the Equator Principles is voluntary, and EPFIs do not sign a formal agreement.52 Generally, an EPFI adheres to the Principles by including additional environmental requirements in its
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loan provisions, as well as by establishing internal screening and monitoring procedures.\(^{53}\)

These provisions, which generally exceed the environmental regulatory requirements of developing countries, fall into a category of agreements known as private second-order regulatory agreements.\(^{54}\) This term demonstrates that these agreements are between private parties, rather than governmental organizations.\(^{55}\) These agreements are second-order because “they are entered into in response to the existence or absence of first-order government regulatory requirements.”\(^{56}\) With this background in mind, it is important to examine the potential causes that spurred these private, profit-driven institutions to incorporate the Equator Principles into their loan provisions.

**B. Potential Causes**

Currently, there is no worldwide first-order environmental regulatory scheme. Generally, international first-order agreements occur through treaties, which are only binding on the signatories, if at all.\(^{57}\) Developed countries prevent large-scale environmental degradation in their own countries by passing legislation and monitoring industry activities to ensure compliance.\(^{58}\) These methods allow governments of the developed world to set the bar for their own environmental standards.\(^{59}\) In sharp contrast, the governments of the developing world frequently do not have environmental regulations in place or fail to enforce their established regulatory scheme.\(^{60}\) The lack of environmental regulations in the developing world, and a failure to establish a worldwide agreement, has allowed corporations building large-scale developmental projects in the developing world to set their own bar for environmental standards. Since establishing and enforcing environmental standards increase the costs of the project and affect profits, little incentive exists for these corporations to impose strict environmental standards. As a
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result, projects in the developing world frequently have resulted in large-scale environmental degradation.

Previously, developmental organizations such as the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) were able to regulate industry activities in the developing world.\textsuperscript{61} The mission of these organizations is to reduce poverty and improve standards of living in developing nations.\textsuperscript{62} To compensate for a country’s absence of environmental standards, developmental organizations would incorporate environmental and social guidelines into the loan agreements of the projects they financed.\textsuperscript{63} Over time, the growing dependency on the World Bank and the IMF to fund these projects caused their guidelines to become the prevailing environmental and social standards for international project finance in the developing world.\textsuperscript{64}

Recently, funding for large-scale developmental projects has shifted from international developmental organizations to private financial institutions.\textsuperscript{65} These private institutions are not subject to the World Bank’s environmental guidelines for the projects they independently finance.\textsuperscript{66} Initially, private banks incorporated little to no environmental standards into their loan agreements.\textsuperscript{67} This disparity in the environmental standards of the World Bank’s loan agreements and those of private financial institutions allowed projects that failed to meet the requisite environmental standards of the World Bank to seek and gain financing through the private sector.\textsuperscript{68} As a result, despite the World Bank’s influence, the environmental standards for projects in countries with poor environmental regulations are once again largely dependent upon private, profit-driven organizations.\textsuperscript{69}

This dependency on private financial institutions has resulted in the construction of projects with devastating environmental impacts.\textsuperscript{70} A notable example is the funding of the Three Gorges
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Dam in China. The critics of the project speculated that the construction of the dam would result in the accumulation of large cesspools of sewage and chemical waste, threaten rare plant and animal life, and deplete the stock of aquatic life. In 1999, after the World Bank declined to invest in the project based on “environment and social grounds,” several private financial institutions emerged to provide funding for the dam. Private institutions’ financing of the project despite the World Bank’s refusal resulted in a “public uproar.”

The decision to fund the Three Gorges Dam despite the negative environmental and social consequences thrust private financial institutions into the public spotlight. NGOs increased their scrutiny of these lending institutions. This shifted the focus of NGOs’ scrutiny from the companies directly involved in the construction of the projects to the private institutions providing the financial backing. Public scrutiny of bank activity can be extremely detrimental to a bank’s reputation, leading to a devaluation of a bank’s brand and potentially a decrease in the stock price. To avoid the negative publicity, private banks began to incorporate into their financial agreements environmental standards that go above and beyond the standards of the country where the project is being constructed.
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IV. CRITICISMS OF THE EQUATOR PRINCIPLES

The same NGOs that initially pressured private financial institutions to adopt the Equator Principles also have been some of the banks harshest critics.\textsuperscript{80} Specifically, the Equator Principles have been attacked for their limited scope, their potential risk of segmentation, their lack of transparency and accountability,\textsuperscript{81} and their failure to proscribe procedural requirements.\textsuperscript{82} Although the EPII attempt to correct these problems, the revised Principles are not retroactive and have not been adopted by all the EPFIs. Because the original Equator Principles still govern many ongoing financial projects, it is important to examine these critiques to determine whether loopholes undercut the Equator Principles' ability to ensure environmental responsibility. Moreover, an examination of the current critiques will help future analysts determine whether the EPII correctly resolve these problems.

The Equator Principles set forth a number of limitations that narrow the scope of their application. For example, the Equator Principles only affect direct financing.\textsuperscript{83} Project financing, although not defined within the Equator Principles, is generally recognized as a transaction where "a loan is made by one or more banks to finance a project, but without recourse to persons or entities other than the project assets."\textsuperscript{84} However, banks frequently provide financing in other important ways. For example, a bank frequently will act as a "financial advisor, underwriter, arranger or lead manager" on a project.\textsuperscript{85} Accordingly, EPFIs can support a project that dramatically alters the environment and is outside the parameters of the Equator Principles if the funding is not derived from direct financing.\textsuperscript{86}

Moreover, the scope of the Equator Principles is further limited to projects with a cost of at least $50 million.\textsuperscript{87} This monetary threshold exempts approximately 3% of project lending.\textsuperscript{88} Since the threshold is cost-based, it is independent of the project's
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environmental impact. Consequently, a project with low overall costs but substantial environmental risks will fall outside of the purview of the Equator Principles. Thus, the narrow scope of the Equator Principles permits EPFIs to have a substantial role in funding projects that negatively impact the environment without violating the Principles.

The Equator Principles also allow industry to avoid conducting a thorough environmental impact statement through segmentation. Segmentation, or piecemealing, occurs when a party separates a number of related actions into individual actions. Generally, a private company will segment a project into phases or into individual but simultaneously implemented actions. By piecemealing the project in this fashion, a party can misrepresent the overall environmental impact of the project. For example, a party that prepares individual EAs masks the project's overall environmental impact and avoids considering the cumulative environmental impacts of the related actions. This misrepresentation could allow a Category A project to be categorized improperly as a Category B or C project. Moreover, piecemealing permits the party to include the reasonable alternatives for only the individual segments. Thus, a party avoids considering the alternatives for the cumulative project, thereby making the EA less comprehensive. Finally, if a project is segmented through phases, the investment in the initial phases, which may have minimal environmental impact, could compel the funding of subsequent phases, even if these later phases negatively impact the environment. Therefore, segmentation can lead to an EPFI inadvertently funding a project that has severe environmental impacts.

The problem of segmentation is of particular concern because it has proven difficult to resolve adequately, even for governments in the developed world. For example, segmentation has caused frequent litigation over the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) in the United States. Similar to the Equator Principles, the NEPA requires U.S. federal agencies to prepare an environmental impact
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statement (EIS) for all "proposals for legislation and other Federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environment." In practice, problems arise in the United States when federal agencies have to "determine[] whether to prepare one impact statement to evaluate a broad multi-year program, a series of statements to evaluate individual components . . . or the broader program statement as the component statement." Although the United States is able to address improper segmentation through the promulgation of agency rules and judicial oversight, the Equator Principles do not provide EPFIs with similar means to resolve the issue. Therefore, EPFIs must create adequate implementation policies in order to ensure that the project is fully and properly presented to a bank.

The Equator Principles also have been publicly criticized for their lack of transparency and accountability to third parties. Since the Equator Principles are voluntary guidelines that govern private project financing, there is an inherent lack of publicly disclosed information. Additionally, based on the confidentiality of these financial agreements, banks typically do not disclose information regarding specific projects that have been turned down for their failure to meet the Equator Principles' standards. Moreover, the Equator Principles specifically disavow liability to any "person, public or private." Accordingly, it is the bank's responsibility to perform a due diligence inquiry into whether a borrower adheres to the Equator Principles and to enforce compliance. This lack of transparency and accountability make it difficult for the public to determine the effectiveness of the Equator Principles, including whether they are being correctly implemented, and to hold banks accountable for violations of the Principles.

The Equator Principles also have been criticized for their failure to provide banks with specific procedures on how to perform due diligence investigations of a project's environmental and social risks. Currently, the Equator Principles only mandate that the
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borrower meet its requirements to the EPFI's satisfaction.\textsuperscript{104} Without a clearly specified and articulated standard or test, there is no definitive way to determine whether an EPFI's decision to fund a project complies with the Principles.\textsuperscript{105} Accordingly, NGOs and EPFIs frequently disagree on whether the requirements of the Equator Principles have been met prior to funding.\textsuperscript{106} This has created intense public criticism of EPFIs that agree to fund projects over the objections of NGOs.\textsuperscript{107}

Furthermore, the Equator Principles' failure to articulate a clear standard, coupled with the aforementioned accountability problem, could result in a free rider problem.\textsuperscript{108} The Equator Principles currently provide no recourse against a bank that adopts the Principles in name only and fails to impose any environmental standards. If this practice becomes a trend in the banking community, it would weaken the importance of the pledge by other financial institutions to adopt the Equator Principles. One of the major reasons that banks adopt the Equator Principles is to enhance their public image.\textsuperscript{109} Therefore, the free rider problem poses a substantial threat to the survival of the Principles. Critics accordingly argue that a specific standard of review should be established to deter the free rider problem and to allow a uniform way of determining whether a project has met the requirements of the Equator Principles.\textsuperscript{110}

As previously stated, the EPFIs launched revised Equator Principles, EPII, to resolve many of these criticisms. Specifically, these revisions address the need for a broader scope, increased external reporting, more accountability, and greater transparency. However, because EPII are such a recent development, it is still unclear whether these revisions properly address the current problems with the Equator Principles.
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V. INCENTIVES FOR ADHERING TO THE EQUATOR PRINCIPLES

The success of the Equator Principles is largely dependent upon the commitment of the EPFIIs to adhere to their requirements. By incorporating environmental provisions in loan agreements, the EPFIIs increase a project's transaction cost. This increase directly impacts the profits of the company constructing the project and thereby affects its ability to repay the loan. At first blush, it appears that adopting the Equator Principles would be detrimental to a private institution's goal of increasing shareholder profit. Since the Equator Principles appear to be detrimental to a bank's interest, it is important to identify the incentives that encourage banks to adopt the Equator Principles. Identifying these motivators will help ascertain how stringently the banks will implement the Principles, as well as determine whether banks will be able to adhere to the Principles and still survive amongst their competitors.

EPFIIs have indicated that increased risk management is among the most significant reasons for adopting the Equator Principles.\textsuperscript{111} Banks have a large incentive to manage the risks of their investments carefully to ensure repayment of the loan. A project that creates environmental degradation exposes the borrower to liability. Depending on the country, the borrower could incur substantial fines for violating local environmental laws and court fees for defending against these lawsuits.\textsuperscript{112} In addition to these traditional costs, the borrower's environmental degradation could result in damage to the reputation of its brand.\textsuperscript{113} Moreover, these costs in turn could affect the borrower's ability to repay the loan. The realization by the private financial sector that environmental degradation can have a significant negative impact on profits is becoming recognized globally in the financial sector.\textsuperscript{114} By adopting the Equator Principles, the banks pledge to establish internal policies for project approval and
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continued monitoring. Through these means, EPFIs improve their ability to ensure that a project is a more secure investment and consequently a safer loan. The EPFIs therefore can gain a competitive advantage through strict adherence to the Principles. For example, as a result of adopting the Equator Principles in June 2003, Citigroup claims that it has benefited through an enhancement of risk management policies. According to its website, Citigroup financed three unnamed Category A oil and gas projects in 2004. In accordance with the Equator Principles, the borrower created an EA. These assessments were commented on by the local community and underwent an independent expert review. In addition, the borrower prepared an EMP that was included in the loan documentation. Citigroup contends that these processes increased the company’s knowledge regarding the foreseeable environmental risk of these projects. Moreover, the inclusion of the EMP in the loan agreement allowed Citibank to continue to monitor compliance. Therefore, compliance with the Equator Principles has the potential to bring about an enhanced position in the marketplace by protecting the future of an EPFI’s investments.

The second advantage of the Equator Principles is that they increase the uniformity of the environmental requirements needed to acquire funding from private financial institutions. Prior to the Equator Principles, private lending institutions frequently would include some level of environmental standards in their loan agreements. However, these standards often varied significantly from bank to bank. Borrowers unconcerned with the environmental impact of their project could reduce their transaction costs by shopping the project around until they found a lender with the lowest environmental protocols. The Equator Principles help prevent this activity by creating greater uniformity in the environmental
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standards of the banks.\textsuperscript{124} For example, each EPFI requires an initial screening process to categorize the project as a Category A, B, or C project.\textsuperscript{125} Moreover, the uniformity and commonality of the Equator Principles also make it increasingly difficult for companies to pit one bank against the other to negotiate down environmental standards.\textsuperscript{126} Finally, the uniformity also provides EPFIs and borrowers with greater certainty regarding the environmental and social risk that must be addressed in order to receive funding.\textsuperscript{127} In turn, this commonality will reduce transaction costs and allow for a faster turnaround in determining whether the project is environmentally compliant.\textsuperscript{128} With approximately 80\% of all project lending in 2003 controlled by EPFIs, it is increasingly difficult for banks to claim that adopting the Equator Principles puts them at a competitive disadvantage.\textsuperscript{129} Therefore, the uniformity of the Equator Principles makes it easier for projects to proceed, benefiting both the lender and the borrower.

Finally, adherence to the Principles helps protect the reputation of the EPFIs. Through both protests and grassroots campaigning, NGOs have shifted the focus of their campaigns from the companies performing the work on the project to the companies funding them.\textsuperscript{130} In addition, a general shift in consumer consciousness has caused a heightened level of scrutiny to ensure a company is acting responsibly.\textsuperscript{131} As private lending institutions increase their funding for financial projects in the developing world, these institutions are becoming the targets of NGOs with greater frequency.\textsuperscript{132} To continue to invest in these projects while avoiding negative media coverage, it
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is essential that banks meet the public’s expectations, which often exceed the local laws of the country. The standards used by the IFC, which are integrated into the Equator Principles, are widely accepted as providing an effective means to ensure that the projects being funded are environmentally and socially sound. Thus, by accepting and enforcing the Equator Principles, the EPFIs can more easily respond to public criticism.

In addition to NGOs, socially responsible investment groups pressure private financial organizations to become more environmentally conscious. Socially responsible investing is “an investment process that considers the social and environmental consequences of investments, both positive and negative, within the context of rigorous financial analysis.” The managers of these funds routinely factor in the methods companies use to “disclose their social and environmental impacts, risks, and performance and whether they use reporting standards or adhere to codes of conduct.” The investment firm then offers mutual funds or investment products in companies that are determined to be socially responsible based on the screening process. In 2005, approximately $2.3 trillion was invested in investment products that utilized socially responsible investing. This value equates to approximately one out of every ten professionally managed dollars in the United States. Accordingly, by adopting and ensuring compliance with the Equator Principles, EPFIs can maintain an environmentally conscious image, which may prevent losing investments from these socially responsible investment groups. Moreover, a company that may have acquired a reputation as being environmentally irresponsible may be able to enhance its corporate image by adopting the Equator Principles. However, the impact of the Equator Principles on the brand image will be short-lived if the adopting bank fails to adhere to the Principle’s requirements. Therefore, an EPFI must establish and
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maintain credible and transparent policies that ensure compliance with the Principles.\textsuperscript{143} In this way, the Equator Principles can increase the revenue flow of the private financial institutions by acquiring and keeping investment from socially responsible investment groups.

VI. SAKHALIN II: A TEST CASE

Three years after the inception of the Equator Principles, their success is still uncertain. NGOs continue to critique the EPFIs' commitment to the Principles and their funding of large-scale projects. In particular, Credit Suisse First Bank, an EPFI, has received a great deal of criticism for its role as an advisor to the consortium of businesses involved in the funding of the Sakhalin II project.\textsuperscript{144} As a result of the project's size and Credit Suisse's prominent role, many NGOs consider Sakhalin II to be the "test case" in establishing the level of commitment of the EPFIs to adhering to the Equator Principles.\textsuperscript{145}

The Sakhalin II project is led by Royal Dutch Shell, which proclaims that the project "represents the largest single foreign direct investment project in Russia,"\textsuperscript{146} and the "most advanced of the offshore projects on the Sakhalin shelf."\textsuperscript{147} The Sakhalin Islands are located on Russia's eastern coast, and the goal of the project is to develop two fields located to the east of the island.\textsuperscript{148} It is estimated that the development of these fields will reap over one billion barrels of crude oil and 500 billion cubic meters of natural gas.\textsuperscript{149}
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The project is staged in two phases. Phase 1 was completed in 1999 and is currently in seasonal production due to the ice build-up during the winter months.\textsuperscript{150} This phase consisted of the construction of an offshore production platform, where oil is transported by shuttle tankers to an onshore facility.\textsuperscript{151} Phase 2 of the project will consist of more offshore production platforms, onshore facilities, and pipelines that will link the platforms constructed during Phases 1 and 2 with the shore.\textsuperscript{152} The completion of Phase 2 will permit year-round oil production.\textsuperscript{153} The Sakhalin II project is estimated to cost over $11 billion and is claimed to be “the largest single integrated oil and gas project ever undertaken.”\textsuperscript{154}

The environmental impact of the Sakhalin II project is highly controversial. NGOs believe the Sakhalin II project will significantly threaten the endangered western gray whale population, damage the wild salmon population, and pollute the fisheries of the Aniva Bay.\textsuperscript{155} Furthermore, there is a concern that a tanker accident or ruptured pipeline will cause a large oil spill, which could permanently damage the ecological system.\textsuperscript{156} On the other hand, Shell maintains that it is “commit[ed] to delivering a world-class oil and gas project that will be safe, environmentally sound, and will maximize the benefits to all those involved.”\textsuperscript{157} These two contrasting views have resulted in global debate over whether Phase 2 of the Sakhalin II project should proceed.

Because EPFIs are involved in funding the project, the Sakhalin II project should adhere to the Equator Principles in order to receive funding. However, there has been intense criticism over the project’s failure to meet the guidelines of the Equator Principles.\textsuperscript{158} In accordance with the Equator Principles, Shell created an EA for the
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Sakhalin II project. However, NGOs have criticized Shell’s assessment. The NGOs claim, among other things, that the EA fails to include key environmental impacts, specific information regarding endangered species, mitigation measures, and an evaluation of the conflicts with local environmental laws. Moreover, the EA lacks clarity regarding the environmental protection status of the region. Additionally, some of the data conflicts with reports issued by experts in the field. Furthermore, Shell has yet to perform a comment period seeking the participation of the local population or publish an EMP. If these failings are accurate and left uncorrected, they will cause the project to violate the Equator Principles. Accordingly, NGOs have intensely criticized the EPFIs and are calling for a withdrawal of all support of the project.

Whether the Sakhalin II project should or does proceed, the Equator Principles have had a significant effect on the public’s response to the environmental concerns of building large-scale projects. First, the controversy over the project’s environmental impact and assessment has caused several EPFIs to refrain from financing the project. Additionally, the EA provides NGOs with an opportunity to comment publicly regarding the specific inadequacies of the assessment, referencing key provisions of the Equator Principles. This public criticism has led some socially responsible investing groups to sell their shares of Shell. Therefore, the Equator Principles have created a shift in the marketplace, giving the public more leverage for influencing private actors to make environmentally and socially conscious decisions.

---
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VII. THE FUTURE OF THE EQUATOR PRINCIPLES

A. Liability

One issue that has not been tested in court is whether an EPFI can be sued in either U.S. or foreign courts for violation of the Equator Principles. If a suit could be brought against an EPFI for violating the Equator Principles, it could have significant ramifications. First, the potential liability would provide NGOs with a heavy hammer for alleged violations of the Equator Principles. Consequently, this threat would increase the incentives for the EPFIs to strictly screen and monitor projects to avoid violations of the Principles. Also, liability based on the Equator Principles would create a large disincentive for future banks to adopt the Principles. Finally, the liability likely would cause banks that have already adopted the Equator Principles to abandon the Principles in order to avoid future lawsuits. Although determining whether a suit brought against an EPFI for violating the Equator Principles would survive in court is beyond the scope of this Note, the following analysis discusses potential claims that are likely to be brought against the EPFIs.

The Alien Tort Statute (ATS) is one possible avenue to bring a claim against the EPFIs in a U.S. District Court. The ATS provides federal subject matter jurisdiction for “any civil action by an alien for a tort only, committed in violation of the law of nations or a treaty of the United States.” In 2004, the Supreme Court in Sosa v. Alvarez-Machain narrowly interpreted sources of customary international law to include only that which is universally recognized, specific, and followed out of a sense of legal obligation. Prior to Sosa, the ATS had been used to gain federal subject matter jurisdiction over corporations for aiding and abetting violations of international laws. However, lower courts are not unified as to whether the Supreme Court’s holding in Sosa left room for aiding and abetting
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liability under the ATS. For example, in In re South African Apartheid Litigation, the plaintiff sued several multinational corporations alleging they were violating international law for, among other things, providing resources to the South African government during the apartheid regime. The District Court for the Southern District of New York stated that the ATS "does not provide for aider and abettor liability . . ." However, in In Re Agent Orange Product Liability Litigation, the District Court for the Eastern District of New York held that "historical evidence . . . supported aiding and abetting under the terms of the ATS." Thus, it is uncertain whether post-Sosa courts will allow claims for aiding and abetting violations of international law to continue to be brought under the ATS.

Even assuming that the court permits aiding and abetting, the party still has to establish that there was a violation of international law. Generally, only causes of actions alleging severe human rights abuses, such as genocide or human rights abuses, survive a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim for which relief can be granted. Although there is a clear interdependency of environmental degradation and human rights, violations of environmental laws have yet to rise to the level of a violation of international customary law under the Sosa standard. For example, in Flores v. Southern Peru Cooper Corp., claims were brought against the Southern Peru Cooper Corporation alleging that the pollution resulting from the company's mining operation was a violation of customary international law. The plaintiff specifically alleged that these activities infringed upon the plaintiff's right to life, health, and sustainable development. The court held that the plaintiff failed to provide sufficient evidence to prove that "local environmental
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pollution violates customary international law." In both Sosa and Flores, the court narrowly interpreted the sources of international customary law. If this trend continues, "the Equator Principles should not be considered established international law that might be actionable under the [ATS]." Accordingly, it is unlikely that the EPFIs will be exposed to liability for aiding and abetting under the ATS.

In addition to the ATS, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) provides another means by which banks potentially can be held liable for violations of the Equator Principles. The SEC regulates the disclosures of publicly traded U.S. corporations to prevent false statements to investors. Specifically, a plaintiff can state a claim against a corporation under Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 by pleading the following:

1. the defendant made a materially false or misleading statement or omitted to state a material fact necessary to make a statement not misleading; (2) with scienter; (3) in connection with the purchase or sale of securities; (4) upon which the plaintiff relied; and (5) the plaintiff's reliance was the proximate cause of its injury.

In order to satisfy the rule's requirements, courts consistently require the statement to be about information that is "important to a reasonable investor in making his or her investment decisions" and made with the intent to deceive or manipulate. Moreover, the statement must be false and contain a material fact. Although materiality is a subjective standard and case specific, some courts have found this requirement to be fulfilled by misstatements of environmental objectives. Accordingly, it is conceivable that a bank that adopted the Equator Principles in order deceive socially responsible investors (and was successful in doing so) could be brought into court.
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Even assuming these requirements have been met, the courts have not set a clear standard regarding the requirement of detrimental reliance or injury. Therefore, it is unclear whether a socially responsible investor could prove detrimental reliance or injury if a bank fails to meet its own environmental objectives.\textsuperscript{196} However, the shift in the marketplace is leading to growing numbers of socially responsible investors that rely equally or, in some cases, more heavily upon a company’s environmental policies than its profits when making investment decisions.\textsuperscript{197} Based on this trend, it is becoming increasingly likely that a socially responsible investor will meet the detrimental reliance and injury requirements of the SEC rules if a bank consciously fails to meet the objectives of the Equator Principles.\textsuperscript{198}

Other potential claims against EPFTIs that could be filed in the United States for violating the Equator Principles generally would fall into the realm of fraud or false advertising.\textsuperscript{199} Recently, the \textit{Kasky v. Nike} decision suggested that companies will be held accountable for failing to reach the objectives of voluntary environmental policies, such as those stated in the Equator Principles.\textsuperscript{200} In \textit{Kasky}, Nike publicly stated that its employees work in healthy and safe conditions and are paid a living wage in response to allegations of human rights violations and “for the purpose of maintaining and increasing its sales and profits.”\textsuperscript{201} The plaintiffs asserted that Nike’s statements were false statements of fact and therefore constituted false advertising.\textsuperscript{202} Nike, on the other hand, asserted that the First Amendment right to free speech protected the statements.\textsuperscript{203} Overturning the California Court of Appeals, the California Supreme Court held that Nike’s statements were commercial speech and therefore not fully protected by the First Amendment.\textsuperscript{204} Accordingly, the state laws prohibiting false and misleading statements applied to Nike’s statements regarding its employment practices.\textsuperscript{205}
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Nike petitioned the U.S. Supreme Court for review of the California court's decision. The Supreme Court denied the writ of certiorari as improvidently granted, sidestepping the constitutional question.\textsuperscript{206} After the Supreme Court's denial of the writ, the case was allowed to proceed in California state court to determine whether Nike's statement indeed violated California's false advertising laws.\textsuperscript{207} However, Nike settled the case out of court. Therefore, the question of whether Nike was liable for public statements concerning the treatment of foreign workers remains unanswered.\textsuperscript{208}

Although \textit{Kasky} leaves a lot of unanswered questions,\textsuperscript{209} it does indicate a trend toward holding companies responsible for statements regarding their environmental commitment.\textsuperscript{210} Therefore, if an EPFI fails to establish policies and procedures to ensure environmentally and socially responsible investing, such a failure may expose the bank to liability to socially responsible investors.\textsuperscript{211} However, to be entitled to monetary damages, the pleadings requirements for fraud or false advertising present a high bar for plaintiffs. Generally, plaintiffs must first establish actual damages as well as a causal link between the EPFI's misrepresentations and the investor's loss of money.\textsuperscript{212} Even if an EPFI funded a project that damaged the environment, it would be difficult for socially responsible investment groups to prove damages if that investment earned a profit. Thus, despite the recent decision in \textit{Kasky}, it remains to be seen whether a socially responsible investment group will be able to prevail in court and receive relief against an EPFI for violations of the Equator Principles.
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i. Methodology Behind the Changes

The EPFIs revised the Equator Principles and launched the EPII in June 2006. These revisions were necessary to ensure consistency with the February 2006 IFC updates, whereby the IFC replaced its Safeguard Policies with new Performance Standards.213 Because the Equator Principles are based on these Safeguard Policies, a revision was needed to reflect the changes. However, the EPII revisions go beyond merely ensuring consistency with the Safeguard Policies and include changes to the scope and substantive requirements of the Equator Principles. Examination of these revisions and how they were made is important in analyzing the overall impact of the Equator Principles.

The revision process is significant because it demonstrates increased communication between the private sector and NGOs. During this process, the EPFIs maintained an ongoing communication with clients in various sectors and industries, NGOs, and environmental practitioners.214 Based on client feedback, the EPFIs incorporated suggested changes into a proposed EPII and released this version for public comment. The EPFIs then received comment from NGOs and other official agencies.215 Some of these comments were ultimately implemented in the final EPII. The EPFIs also addressed why other comments were not incorporated into the EPII.216 Accordingly, the EPFIs not only maintained an open dialogue with the public, but they also used the public’s comments to improve the final version of the EPII.

This revision process demonstrates a unique interplay between the EPFIs and NGOs. Instead of the traditional method of the NGOs using public criticism to motivate change in the private sector, the private and public sectors in this circumstance had a more open line of communication.217 In turn, this collaboration led to higher environmental and social standards. Although the ultimate goal is improved environmental conditions, the ongoing communication
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between the private sector and the public represents a marked improvement in the marketplace.

ii. Changes to the Equator Principles

The EPII implement several changes that attempt to address the public's critiques of the original Equator Principles. These changes broaden the scope of the Equator Principles, increase the number of responsibilities for the borrowers and EPFIs, and require more covenants between the borrower and the EPFI.

First, the EPII broaden the scope of the Equator Principles by decreasing the monetary threshold requirement. The Principles now are applicable to new projects with a total capital cost in excess of $10 million.218 In addition, although not retroactive, the EPII apply to any expansion or upgrade of an existing facility that creates a significant environmental or social impact.219 The EPII further increase the scope of the Principles by making them applicable when EPFIs undertake financial advisory activities.220 Thus, when an EPFI acts as a financial advisor, it must: (1) make the client aware of the Principles, (2) inform the client of the potential benefit of applying the Principles to the proposed project, and (3) request that client adhere to the Principles when seeking financing. By lowering the threshold cost and expanding their application to advisory activities, the EPII address many of the criticisms regarding the Equator Principles' limited scope.

In addition to the changes in the Principles' scope, the EPII also incorporate substantive changes. First, the borrower must conduct a Social and Environmental Assessment (SEA) for every Category A and B project.221 Moreover, the EPII require the borrower to ensure that the projects adhere to the then-applicable Performance Standards222 and industry-specific environmental, health, and safety guidelines (EHS Guidelines)223 used by the IFC.224 These new
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standards incorporate more regulations regarding labor standards than the previous Safeguard Policies. The revisions also require borrowers to prepare an Action Plan (AP). An AP describes "the actions needed to implement mitigation measures, corrective actions and monitoring measures necessary to manage the impacts and risks identified in the [SEA]." Thus, the EPII require borrowers to go beyond merely addressing environmental concerns and also consider the social risks of projects.

In addition, the EPII create a grievance mechanism for Category A and certain Category B projects. Pursuant to this provision, the borrower is obligated to include a grievance mechanism in its management system. This mechanism will allow the borrower to hear individual and group concerns regarding the project’s social and environmental performance. The borrower, in turn, addresses these grievances in a “culturally appropriate manner.” Through this process, the EPFIs should be able to create an ongoing dialogue between the borrower and local community to help reduce the social and environmental impact.

The EPII also address the accountability critiques in several ways. First, the EPII increase the number of covenants between the EPFIs and the borrowers. Specifically, the EPII require the borrower to covenant to comply with the host country’s social and environmental laws as well as the AP. The borrower must also covenant to decommission the facilities in accordance with a decommission plan.

In addition to these covenants, the EPII also include independent review requirements. For example, the borrower must employ an independent social or environmental expert to examine the SEA, AP, and other documentation to ensure compliance with the EPII and assist with the EPFIs due diligence requirements. The borrower is also required to retain an independent expert to verify monitoring information to ensure proper monitoring and reporting over the life of the loan. Thus, independent reviews make borrowers and EPFIs aware of, and accordingly more accountable for, violations of the Equator Principles.
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Finally, the EPII address transparency concerns. Specifically, the borrower must provide annual reports that demonstrate its compliance with the AP. The EPFIs are also required to report publicly, at least annually, about their “Equator Principles implementation processes and experience, taking into account appropriate confidentiality considerations.” At a minimum, these reports must include: “the number of transactions screened by each EPFI, including the categorisation accorded to transactions (and may include a breakdown by sector or region), and information regarding implementation.” Although these reports are limited to information that will not violate the borrowers’ confidentiality, these disclosures should increase the EPFIs’ level of transparency regarding their implementation of the Equator Principles.

Currently, thirty-three of the forty original institutions to adopt the original Equator Principles have adopted the EPII. Because EPFIs have only recently adopted the EPII, little information exists regarding their effect on the marketplace. However, the EPII are an important evolution to private environmental action. Therefore, future study is warranted to examine whether all of the EPFIs adopt the EPII, whether the adopting institutions are adhering to the higher standards, and if so, whether the EPII are correcting the problems generated by the original Equator Principles.

C. The Impact of the Equator Principles

Three years after their initial inception, there are differing and contested perspectives on the overall impact of the Equator Principles. Many in the banking industry strongly praise the Equator Principles as representing a major shift in the banking industry, whereby the private sector has taken a leading role in ensuring environmentally and socially sound corporate action. Generally, NGOs agree that the Equator Principles are a step in the right direction. Examining the impact of the Equator Principles
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thus far on the environment and industry will help shed light on whether the Principles are in fact reducing environmental degradation and influencing corporation decision-making.

The actual environmental impact of the Equator Principles is difficult to measure. The EPFIs assert that the Equator Principles continually shape their funding decisions for project finance.\textsuperscript{240} However, verifying these claims is problematic for several reasons. First, due to the lack of transparency inherent in the Equator Principles and the banking industry, it is difficult to examine whether or not banks are denying projects they determine to be environmentally harmful.\textsuperscript{241} This same flaw also makes it difficult to determine whether banks have required companies to amend project proposals in order to comply with the Equator Principles. Therefore, NGOs tend to focus on the projects that the EPFIs have funded, which are more visible and publicized than the projects the EPFIs have refused to finance.\textsuperscript{242} This consequently has led to intense public criticism when the Equator Principles have failed and relatively little media coverage when they have succeeded. Therefore, examining only the projects that have been approved by the EPFIs since their adoption of the Principles is not the best way to ascertain whether the Principles are a success.

Another way to determine whether the Equator Principles impact banking decisions is to examine the policies and procedures that these financial institutions have implemented to meet the requirements of the Equator Principles. First, a bank must create an overall environmental management system to ensure proper implementation of the Equator Principles.\textsuperscript{243} In 2005, of the thirty-nine EPFIs that had adopted the Equator Principles, four had not established internal environmental management systems.\textsuperscript{244} Although the remaining institutions have set forth some kind of internal environmental management systems, the quality and comprehensiveness of these systems vary greatly depending on the financial institution.\textsuperscript{245} Some banks have "clear environmental
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governance structures and longstanding environmental policies,” while others are “satisfied with an unstructured approach towards environmental risk management.” 246 Since one of the advantages of the Equator Principles is to provide a level playing field among the banks, this lack of uniformity among the EPFI’s environmental management systems jeopardizes the success of the Equator Principles.

Second, it is important for banks to install appropriate monitoring and auditing systems. 247 Similar to the environmental management system, the level of implementation of these systems varies among the institutions. 248 At one end of the spectrum, several banks have implemented high levels of monitoring, requiring their environmental management systems to be externally audited. 249 At the other end, some of the EPFIIs have committed very few resources to ensure compliance with their environmental plans, merely publicly reporting the funding on their finance transactions. 250 Since it is crucial for a bank to ensure that the written policies are being put into practice, the failure of some of the EPFIIs to implement adequate monitoring is a distressing signal which suggests that the adoption of the Equator Principles for these banks was nothing more than propaganda.

Third, since EPFIIs are unfamiliar with many of the environmental procedures, it is critical to train new and existing personnel to ensure compliance with the Equator Principles. 251 Generally, the EPFIIs—with the assistance of the IFC—have implemented fairly extensive training programs. 252 However, few banks are engaging outside consultants for consultation on specific projects or creating new positions for employees whose sole function would be to implement and ensure compliance with the Equator Principles. 253

Finally, it is necessary to examine whether there have been any changes in loan covenants between the EPFI and the borrower. 254 This is perhaps the most important indication of an EPFI’s commitment to the Equator Principles, because it gives banks legal redress if the corporation fails to fully comply with the Equator Principles. Although the EPII mandate an increase in the number of
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covenant requirements between the bank and borrower, little information exists regarding the fulfillment of this obligation beyond what the bank makes publicly available. In Citibank's Citizenship Report, the company stated that Category A transactions include covenants requiring a full environmental management plan.\footnote{Id.; see also CORPORATE CITIZENSHIP REPORT 2004, supra note 118, at 33.} Moreover, HSBC amended its standard loan agreement to include a covenant requiring borrowers to complete a full environmental management plan.\footnote{Id.} Although these two companies’ actions demonstrate that the Equator Principles are having some impact on loan agreements, without more information it is difficult to determine whether the Equator Principles are changing the language of loan agreements on a broader scale.

In addition to the changes in individual banking practices, the Equator Principles are altering the banking industry in general. As more banks adopt the Equator Principles, there is increased “peer and consumer pressure” for other large financial institutions to adopt the Principles.\footnote{Smith & Plit, supra note 127.} For example, several banks often combine resources to fund large financial projects. In these situations, banks in the syndicate with lower standards could compromise the standards for assessing and monitoring the environmental and social risks.\footnote{Bo Glasgow, A Point of Principle, GLOBAL FINANCE MAG., July 2003, available at http://www.equator-Principles.com/gfm1.shtml.} Therefore, EPFIs have a large incentive to ensure that other banks in the syndicate who have not adopted the Equator Principles nevertheless adhere to the same required level of environmental scrutiny.\footnote{Id.} Moreover, smaller local banks in developing nations frequently are involved in the funding of projects in their local communities and are also subject to the same pressure by the EPFIs to adhere to the Principles.\footnote{Smith & Plit, supra note 127; see also Ravindran, supra note 52 (arguing that Indian financial institutions should adopt the Equator Principles to enhance their environmental initiative).} This influence has the added benefit of creating a conduit to transfer the knowledge of international financial institutions to local ones, helping them identify and monitor environmental concerns in the future.\footnote{Smith & Plit, supra note 127.} Thus, as the Equator Principles gain in popularity, it will become increasingly difficult not to adopt the Principles or other equivalent environmental guidelines.

There also have been several unforeseen advantages to the Equator Principles. First, as a result of the enhanced risk management policies stemming from the adoption of the Equator Principles, many banks are making a commitment above and beyond
the guidelines. For example, Wells Fargo is considering extending
the Principles to its corporate lending and private equity-investment
businesses. HSBC is now weighing the introduction of principles
similar to the Equator Principles to govern its corporate
underwriting, which traditionally would fall outside the scope of
the Equator Principles. And JP Morgan Chase has established “No Go
Zones” whereby it refuses to fund commercial logging projects that
pose a risk of environmental degradation. Second, the Equator
Principles are having an influential upstream impact. Instead of
tpanies being deterred from lending through an EPFI because of
their increased protocols, “companies are asking how to become
compliant [with the Principles] so their projects will be eligible.”
These positive signs give hope to the supporters of the Equator
Principles.

However, there are unforeseen negative impacts resulting from
the adoption of the Equator Principles as well. For example, the
Equator Principles have unified the EPFIs, thus creating a new
lobbying group. Since the Equator Principles are directly related to
the IFC and the World Bank, the EPFIs have a vested interest in the
activities of these institutions. For example, in 2004 the World
Bank commissioned an independent study to examine the World
Bank’s natural resources portfolio. The results of this study,
entitled the Extractive Industries Review, recommended that the
World Bank “withdraw from lending to coal immediately and to oil by
2008.” After these recommendations were released, the EPFIs
submitted a letter to the President of World Bank, urging the World
Bank to reject the recommendations of the Extractive Industries
Review. Some view this action as a positive step, i.e., gaining
increased participation from the private sector regarding
environmental concerns. In contrast, many NGOs view this letter
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as private banks “lobbying against proposals that would make emerging market investments better benefit the poor.”271 Whether the new unified lobbying group will result in more economically efficient and environmentally sound policies remains to be seen.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This Note addressed the events leading up to the adoption of the Equator Principles, the impact of these Principles, and the future of the Principles. These Principles were created and adopted to establish an international environmental standard and increase public scrutiny of the financial sector. After three years, NGOs continue to criticize the Principles for their failings. However, the Principles have improved the marketplace, where the private sector takes an active role in implementing environmental standards ahead of government action. Moreover, although little information is known about the actual affect of the Principles on the local environment, the Principles have substantially impacted the banking industry. A growing emphasis is now placed on risk management and the creation of a uniform standard of environmental compliance, which avoids banks being pitted against each other in a race to the bottom. Furthermore, the adoption of the Equator Principles represents a bank’s commitment to implementing policies and incorporating private second-order agreements into its loan transactions that are designed to ensure that the projects it funds in the developing world are environmentally responsible.

Even though banks probably will escape legal liability for violations of the Principles, they will be held accountable in the court of public opinion. By creating a uniform standard for environmental agreements, the Equator Principles have developed a uniform public expectation. If EPPIs fail to meet this expectation, the failure will result in intense public criticism leading to real-world consequences, such as an injured brand reputation and decreased investment from socially responsible investment groups. Moreover, the EPII offer new hope by incorporating changes that respond to criticisms of the original Equator Principles. The revision process itself reflects a shift in the marketplace: increased communication between the private sector and NGOs. Even though the overall effect of the Equator Principles remains controversial, it is clear that their impact thus far has heightened the public’s ability to influence private action and has created a new role for the private sector to be proactive in setting

271. Id. (quoting Michelle Chan-Fishel, a representative from Friends of the Earth).
environmental standards, which has led to significant gains in the public's ability to protect the environment.
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